NATIONAL HISPANIC HERITAGE MONTH

Telling All Americans' Stories

Each year, Americans observe National Hispanic Heritage Month from September 15 to October 15, by celebrating the histories, cultures and contributions of American citizens whose ancestors came from Spain, Mexico, the Caribbean and Central and South America.

Check out some of the awesome YA books we have that celebrate authors and characters of Hispanic Heritage.

These titles have been compiled based on availability in our collection by our Summer 2018 CHS YouthNet Intern

The Education of Margot Sanchez
by Lilliam Rivera

Juliet Takes a Breath
by Gabby Rivera

More Happy Than Not
by Adam Silvera

Shadowshaper
by Daniel José Older

www.maplewoodlibrary.org
Under the Mesquite
by Guadalupe García McCall

Esperanza Rising
by Pam Munoz Ryan

The House on Mango Street
by Sandra Cisneros

The Book of Broken Hearts
by Sarah Ockler

Cuba 15
by Nancy Osa

The Tequila Worm
by Viola Canales

North of Happy
by Adi Alsaid

The Radius of Us
by Marie Marquardt

Wild Beauty
by Anna-Marie Mclemore

Shadowhouse Fall
by Daniel José Older

Miles Morales: A Spider-Man Novel
by Jason Reynolds

I Am Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter
by Erika L. Sánchez

They Both Die at the End
by Adam Silvera

Aristotle and Dante Discover the Secrets of the Universe
by Benjamin Alire Sáenz

The Poet X
by Elizabeth Acevedo

An Uninterrupted View of the Sky
by Melanie Crowder